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ABSTRACT
Grid computing can be defined as coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multiinstitutional collaborations [1]. As more Grids are deployed worldwide, the number of multi-institutional collaborations is rapidly growing. However, for Grid computing to realize its full potential, it is expected that Grid participants are able to use one another resources. Resource
negotiation (i.e. exchange or trading of resources between
Grids) enables Grid participants to face an unstable request
environment.
The aim of this position paper is to present a survey
of the current state and challenges of resource negotiation
research, with a Machine Learning perspective. We support the view that negotiation and learning are intrinsically
linked. In particular, we show the expected benefits of integrating Machine Learning techniques with resource negotiation.
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1

Introduction

Grid computing can be defined as “coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multiinstitutional collaborations” [1]. The focus is the use of
multiple resources to “solve a single, large problem that
could not be performed on any one resource” [1]. A Grid
Resource Management System (RMS) is further defined
as “the subsystem of a Grid that identifies requirements,
matches resources to applications, allocates, schedules,
monitors Grid resources over time in order to run Grid applications as efficiently as possible” [1].
A key concept of Grid computing is the ability of a
Grid (via its RMS) to “negotiate resource-sharing arrangements among a set of participating parties (providers and
consumers) and then to use the resulting resource pool for
some purpose” [2]. More precisely, an important objective of an RMS is to establish a mutual agreement between
a resource supplier and a resource consumer by which the
supplier agrees to supply a capability that can be used to
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perform some task on behalf of the consumer [3].
Resource negotiation (i.e. exchange or trading of resources between Grids) appears as an important feature to
enable Grids to face sudden, transient spikes of computing
requests from users. Note that we set our work within a resource negotiation context where each Grid RMS (1) makes
its own resource negotiation decisions (i.e. autonomous resource negotiation) and (2) can act as both consumer and
supplier of resources, which is different from a context
where the objective of an RMS is either only to provision
or only to supply resources.
Research about resource negotiation has been until
now mainly devoted to resource negotiation protocols, socalled Service Level Agreements (SLA) and mechanisms
aiming to balance resource trading so that the resource market established by a set of Grid participants reaches some
equilibrium [4]. Research about negotiation objectives and
some aspects of decision making in resource negotiation
have received comparatively less attention so far.
In this position paper, we review the current state and
challenges of resource negotiation research. We highlight
the impact that basic Grid computing concepts have upon
resource negotiation. We support the view that negotiation and learning are intrinsically linked. We therefore
propose that resource negotiation, which is expected to become fully automated, will benefit greatly from an integration with Machine Learning techniques.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 motivates the need for resource negotiation research
and states the constraints imposed by the very nature of
Grid computing as well as the link between negotiation and
learning; Section 3 presents the current state and challenges
of resource negotiation resarch; and finally Section 4 concludes this position paper.

2

Motivation

Ian Foster proposed the well-known three-point checklist [5] to decide whether a given distributed system is a
Grid: (1) coordination of resources not subject to centralized control, (2) using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces, (3) to deliver nontrivial qualities of
service. Grid computing research has until now mainly

focused on interoperability issues and useful features for
Grid users. The first point in Foster’s three-point checklist is now receiving more attention as production Grids are
deployed and begin to interact.
Why is resource negotiation an important component
of a Grid RMS ? The main reason is that resource negotiation enables Grids to cope with environment instability in terms of requests. In a context of multiple autonomous agents each managing resources (i.e. RMS trading resources on behalf of the Grid participants), resource
negotiation has to cope with environment instability in
terms of resources as well. So, the negotiated access to
additional resources will help to shape (i.e. stabilize) the
resource environment of a Grid, so that it can focus on serving its request environment.
Orthogonally to these instability problems, Machine
Learning is a domain fast gaining momentum to solve a
wide range of problems. Machine Learning techniques,
among other things, perform automatic classification of
collected data, allowing better decision making based upon
some automatically constructed data models. This will certainly be useful in the given context of autonomous RMS.

2.1

Impact of the VO Paradigm on Resource
Negotiation

Ian Foster’s proposed paradigm of Virtual Organization
(VO paradigm [2]) has a deep impact on resource negotiation: we thus examine how it shapes the constraints framing
resource negotiation. Four important consequences of the
VO paradigm are: (1) autonomous nature of VO members,
(2) scaling required by the involvement of multiple domains with their potentially conflicting objectives, (3) very
dynamic nature of potential agreements due to the everchanging resource environment and (4) necessary measurement of trust.
Lack of control over managed resources. Given the
autonomous nature of VO members, the lack of control by
an RMS over the resources of other domains is an important issue. It is now beginning to receive full attention.
Indeed, “the Grid resources are not subject to centralized
control” [2]. Interactions with the Grids owning the resources borrowed by an RMS are therefore an important
aspect of Grid computing. A worthy approach is to adopt
a Multi-Agent System (MAS) perspective where RMSs are
considered as autonomous agents [6]. For a given RMS,
the behaviour of other domains RMSs is unknown as each
is autonomous: one way to obtain a model of their behaviour would be to learn them from externally observable
data (e.g. their supply patterns). The management data of
other domains RMSs will be unknown as well: by design,
data about other RMSs will have to be observed rather than
communicated, which has the side effect of considerably
reducing the data privacy constraints to take into account.
Multiple perspectives.
According to the VO
paradigm, resources used by an RMS may come from mul-

tiple management domains. An RMS and the RMSs of
other domains it interacts with may not have a single unified objective. They rather may have different, possibly
conflicting objectives and requests. As the scale of interGrid resource negotiations grows, there will be a need to
deal with more complex policies and more conflicting requests from the involved RMSs. It would therefore be
interesting to use models of the resource negotiation behaviour of the other RMSs. Gil & al. state that “without a
knowledge-rich infrastructure, fair and appropriate use of
Grid environments will not be possible” [7].
Ever-changing environment. Following the VO
paradigm, a Grid will operate onto an ever-changing resource base as members enter and leave the VO. Resource
management techniques, including resource negotiation,
must therefore be considered within the context for which
an absolute knowledge of system state and an absolute control over resource policy and use are not possible. Observing the trading behaviour of other participants during
a resource negotiation and then dynamically computing a
model of resource availability should help to clarify and
frame at any moment the availability of the resources of
the other domains. Time series and other machine learning
techniques would be good candidates and could use supply
patterns as data attributes.
Untested trust relationships.
With the VO
paradigm, organizations trade resources with other organizations they may have never dealt with before. As asserted
in Foster’s Grid textbook [3], quantifying both expected
trust of negotiation partners and cost and benefits of negotiations agreements will be essential to meet VO objectives. It is then important to somewhat remember the terms
and outcomes of past interactions. To this end, it would
be interesting to develop a measure of trust or perceived
reliability based on the supply patterns of the negotiation
partners. For example, clustering techniques would help
to discover clusters of related behaviours so that a discrete
scale of trust can be established.

2.2

Machine Learning and Grid Resource
Negotiation

Machine Learning (ML for short) is aimed at identifying
patterns in data. Management data (i.e. data about the
Grid) can be used to steer adaptively the behaviour of the
Grid. Nonetheless this data is not immediately available:
it has to be extracted, mined, from raw data collected by
observing the behaviour of the Grid.
ML techniques are useful tools to perform such data
mining tasks [8]. These techniques operate on a set of
examples (e.g. data items or objects) each composed of a
set of attributes and output relationships between or about
these examples. We can mention classification (put instances into some predefined classes), unsupervised learning (learn relationships between the attributes), clustering

(discover clusters of examples that belong together), reinforcement learning (select an optimal decision. with a positive, implicit feedback signal only). ML techniques can
also perform a regression (learn to predict a numeric quantity instead of a class). Another important ML technique is
the analysis of time series, to predict the next element from
a set of past elements.
The achievements of the ML research field are solid
enough to enable the embedded use of ML techniques into
other research fields. The idea of using ML techniques
in Grid RMS is not new and has been put into practice
successfully. For instance, Punch [9] uses instance-based
learning, regression and nearest neighbour techniques to
model and predict application performance. The Network
Weather Service [10] uses time series to predict on the fly
the state of the network. Some recent examples are related
to resource allocation [11], [12]. However, integrating Machine Learning techniques with resource negotiation has
not yet been systematically considered.
To close this short introduction to the use of ML in
Grid computing, we explain why we support the view that
negotiation and learning are intrinsically linked. Consider
the following quotations: “negotiation can be viewed as
a distributed search through a space of potential agreements” [13] & “Machine Learning is searching through a
model space” [14]. We could then infer that negotiation is
a particular form of distributed learning. Indeed, to negotiate (i.e. to have influence over a trading partner), an agent
must be able to convince it to act in a particular way [13] by
making proposals, trading options or offering concessions
to come to a mutually acceptable agreement. It then appears that learning from past interactions with trading partners can be a key enabler of negotiation agents success.

2.3

Behaviour Analysis in Agent-based Resource Negotiation

In any agent-based resource negotiation scenario (including the chosen context of autonomous consumer/supplier
RMS), a matter that any agent should pay attention to is
the expected behaviour of other agents with whom negotiations are conducted. This issue goes much beyond those
arising from the initial lack of trust between trading partners. Indeed, dealing with the ever-changing environment
considered by the VO paradigm is an issue much wider than
taking into account members entering and leaving the VO.
One must consider the fact that the openness of the
VO paradigm comes with the darker side of potentially
dealing with sometimes not-so-honest RMS. A naive or
static resource negotiation service would exhibit behaviour
patterns that could be taken advantage of by any unscrupulous RMS. The responsible behaviour of other RMS cannot be taken for granted, despite what might sometimes
be suggested (“service acquisition implies guarantee of
service” [3]). Instead, and well-known in the peer-topeer community, the free-riding behaviour (consuming re-

sources without ever paying back [3]) would alone justify
the need for a resource negotiation service aware of its environment and in particular of behaviour patterns.
To this end, some authors propose to encode the
“quality of experience” in resource negotiation [6]. Furthermore, it would be helpful to use behaviour engineering techniques (defined as the engineering of the resource
negotiation behaviour of an RMS) able to limit the effect
of unexpected or unfriendly behaviour of trading partners.
The use of ML techniques into a resource negotiation service could support such behaviour engineering techniques.
For example, an RMS could first compute models of other
RMSs behaviour (e.g. based on observed supply patterns)
and then compute for each of these a set of consistent models that have led to good outcomes (i.e. reliable supplying)
during past interactions.
All RMSs of a given Grid could be perfectly honest
or not yet equipped with behaviour engineering techniques
(e.g. they respond neither to incentives nor to the behaviour
of the cognizant RMS). In such an environment, one might
question the use of a cognizant RMS relying on ML techniques. Negotiation rounds would be more simplistic because interactions would be limited by the capacities of
the less cognizant RMS. However, as the cognizant RMS
would be more aware of its environment, it would benefit
from a better planning and a better capacity to profit from
opportunities.

3

State and Challenges of Resource Negotiation Research

We now examine the state of resource negotiation research
and the challenges that need to be tackled. Automatic resource negotiation research has been previously classified
into 3 topics [13]: (1) negotiation protocols, (2) negotiation objects (i.e. what is negotiated) and (3) decision making models. The first topic can be seen as the how (from
a communication perspective) of resource negotiation, the
second topic would be the what and the third topic would
also be the how (from a processing perspective).
We argue that a fourth aspect, the when/why (i.e. negotiation objectives), of resource negotiation should also be
taken into account. Accordlingly, this section reviews the
four highlighted topics.

3.1

Negotiation Objects

An RMS seeks to stabilize its resource environment
through resource negotiation so as to exhibit a more predictable behaviour. It is necessary that its trading partners
produce “commitments (contracts) about the willingness to
provide a service and the characteristics, or quality, of its
provision” [6]. As might be expected, the contract is an
important concept in resource negotiation. In practice, a
contract defining what resources are supplied and on what

terms can be detailed by a so-called Service Level Agreement [15].
To enforce the terms of a contract resulting from resource negotiation, there must be some form of contract
monitoring [3], either centralized or autonomous. Monitoring the enforcement of contracts allows to dynamically
renegotiate or terminate them if they are breached or if resource requirements of one of the trading partners change
before contract completion [3]. An example of such a recent architecture for resource usage SLA specification and
enforcement is GRUBER [16]. Data mining techniques can
be used to extract useful patterns from the data produced by
the monitoring activities.

3.2

Negotiation Objectives

Not far from concerns about negotiation objects are the
concerns about negotiation objectives. Indeed, however
closely related these two topics might seem, negotiations
objectives should be distinguished from negotiation objects. Indeed, studying what resources can be negotiated
(which is the purpose of negotiation objects) is different
from studying when and why these should be negotiated
(which is the purpose of negotiation objectives).
The focus of an RMS can be application performance [3], system performance, user satisfaction [17] or
VO administrator satisfaction, maybe further than classic
performance metrics such as average resource utilization,
average response time, average job completion, average
job re-planning, workload completion time [18]. Whatever the focus, in the long-term a multicriteria approach
should prevail and take all of them into account, as the objective of the RMS is basically to automate scheduling and
resource management to “minimize stakeholders’ interventions” [1]. A multicriteria approach seeks a “compromise
solution to increase the level of satisfaction of many stakeholders” (i.e. VO participants and administrators) “and
combine different points of view” [1].
To service incoming requests, the RMS has to produce resource requirements. It also has to set resource
negotiation objectives, given both the produced resources
requirements and the stakeholders-composed RMS focus.
In this perspective, the resource negotiation service can be
said to be responsive. There is however another perspective
to be considered: an RMS can perform some resource trading without having any incoming request to service. In this
perspective, the resource negotiation service can be said to
be proactive.
Negotiation service proactiveness can be useful to accumulate Access Potential for use at a later time. In other
words, the resource negotiation service can proactively acquire resources for some time when it has predicted these
would be needed soon (i.e. using the Access Potential). It
can also proactively supply resources because it has predicted these would not be needed for some time (i.e. building Access Potential) . . . hoping there will be a payback
later when most needed.

Therefore, while conflicting interests from multiple
Grid participants may be hard to manage, heterogeneity of
focus (i.e. different objectives) in a set of Grid participants
has some advantage, after all. With homogeneous needs
and assets and when there are tight deadlines to be met,
load balancing between Grid participants naturally emerges
but little resource trading takes place because each keeps
all its resources committed to its own use first. On the
other hand, if there are different focuses, overall system
utilization and application performance can both be high.
When a Grid participant has to meet strict deadlines, it
can use previously built Access Potential (e.g. using external resources) in order to reach high application performance. When it has few demanding requests to service,
it can build Access Potential (e.g. lending its resources) in
order to reach high system utilization.
The problem of connecting the focus of an RMS to
resource requirements and negotiation objectives is beginning to gain some attention. See for example the study
of resource requirements translation across abstraction layers [19] and the existing GrADSoft system [20] (where the
scheduler and resource negotiator are merged). The problem of managing Access Potential is only beginning to become explicitely recognized as a very important topic to
be addressed for Grid computing to live up to its expectations. Much research is needed for this problem, for it has
received limited attention so far [19].
Once chosen, the RMS focus has to be translated into
lower level requirements. Coupled with actual request data,
the RMS focus has to be translated first into resource requirements, then into negotiation objectives. In this case,
the translation is done to allow the use of Access Potential. The RMS focus alone has also to be translated into
negotiation objectives at the negotiation service level to allow the building of Access Potential. This is a task which
could benefit from ML modelling techniques by using predictive translation models. Finally, we argue that research
is needed to study the translation into negotiation objectives
of the RMS focus, both alone and with associated request
data, and always within a multicriteria approach.

3.3

Negotiation Protocols

An important aspect of resource negotiation is of course the
standardization of the exchange of messages between trading partners so that negotiation data can be transformed,
composed/decomposed, managed like any other resource
and dynamically modified as agreements are breached or
not concluded [6]. This calls at least for the establishment
of a standard negotiation protocol, possibly to be added into
common Grid toolkits, such as the Globus Toolkit.
SNAP (Service Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol) is a protocol which provides lifetime management and
at-most-once creation semantics for remote SLAs (Service
Level Agreement) [15]. It follows a classic client-server
RPC pattern. WS-Agreement is a protocol from a protocol
stack proposed by the Global Grid Forum to allow resource

suppliers and consumers to negotiate resources by means of
SLAs [21]. WS-Agreement seems to be currently considered as an important step towards an automated resource
negotiation service [6].
Negotiation protocols essentially define the structure
and not the content of negotiation agreements. Once a protocol is chosen, its users would tend to keep it constant over
time. Therefore, ML techniques would not be helpful for
this aspect of resource negotiation.

3.4

Decision Making Models

Another important aspect of resource negotiation is its decision making process: it consists essentially of selecting trading partners and agreeing to, refusing or proposing negotiation agreements. The trend currently dominating research related to resource negotiation decision making models is market-driven or market-based negotiation,
also called computational economy. It stems from the observation that some incentive must be offered to all resource suppliers to sustain the interest of the RMS to do
resource negotiation on a regular basis. It is then only natural to propose a “Grid economy as a model for managing
and handling requirements of both Grid providers and consumers” [22].
A market mechanism can be defined as a kind of competitive balance protocol that adjusts the price of a valuable
resource given the demand for it, until demand matches
supply [4, 23]. There are many design choices [24, 25]
involved in a market mechanism. The interest of marketbased negotiation is mainly twofold: enable negotiation
agents to find the desired resources at the lowest cost possible and to stabilize the price of traded resources. With
few exceptions [26], most computational economy research
has considered a centralized organization. Given the partial
similitary with resource location, a peer-to-peer approach
would allow a decentralized organization with its expected
benefits.
A common problem in market-based negotiation is
that “most research needing cost has [...] assumed it could
be supplied by some oracle agent” [27]. What it means
is that market-based mechanisms may be efficient at stabilizing the resource market but do not yet sufficiently explain how to take into account the valuation of the resources
by the Grid policies (i.e. market-based mechanisms simply
suppose that if a resource is important for a Grid, its RMS
will demand much of it). This problem can certainly be related to the definition of negotiation objectives given in this
paper.
In market-based negotiation, another common problem is that each agent seeks to maximize its own utility
or benefits in a short-term perspective only, or to minimize risks associated with the considered agreement [28].
While this approach is certainly worthy in totally unstable
resource markets, without structure or repeating patterns, it
does not directly promote the building of trust and lasting
trading relationships which could bring more benefit in the

long-term. Many Grid participants will certainly benefit
from advances in the study of long-term trading relationships, including departments of the same university or subsidiaries of the same global corporation, as their resource
markets will, over time, exhibit trading behaviour patterns
that can be taken advantage of.
Challenges in decision making models include
achieving a fully decentralized organization, taking into account the valuations of the resources traded by the agents
(i.e. the so-called resource accounting problem) and considering the benefits or utility of long-term trading relationships. The first challenge is related to taking into account
the autonomous nature of the RMS negotiation agents. The
second and third challenges can both make good use of ML
techniques. For example, the long-term behaviour (in terms
of supply patterns) and perceived motivations of other RMS
negotiation agents could be learnt better with each resource
exchange.

4

Conclusions

Resource negotiation is an important capacity of a Grid
RMS that enables Grids to cope with environment instability in terms of requests. Resource negotiation allows Grids
to also cope with environment instability in terms of both
resources availability and trading partners behaviour.
Supporting the view that negotiation and learning are
intrinsically linked, we have motivated the integration of
resource negotiation with Machine Learning techniques.
This motivation comes from core Grid computing concepts,
the intrinsic nature of negotiation and the expected negotiation environment.
We have then reviewed the current state and challenges of resource negotiation research, including negotiation objects, negotiation objectives, negotiation protocols
and decision making models. As we have pointed out, with
the exception of negotiation protocols, nearly all resource
negotiation challenges may be more easily met with the
help of Machine Learning techniques. This is only natural
when considering that it will be expected of a Grid RMS
to exhibit more autonomous behaviour as Grid computing
matures. Considering this perspective, this position paper
can be viewed as an extension, focused on negotiation, of
Foster, Jennings & Kesselman recent call for a tight integration of Grid computing and Multi-Agent Systems [6].
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